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Call for Papers
The 10th International Symposium on Image and Signal Processing and Analysis (ISPA 2017) will
take place in Ljubljana, Slovenia, on September 18-20, 2017. The scientific program of the
symposium consists of invited lectures and regular papers. The aim of the symposium is to foster
interaction of researchers and exchange of new ideas. Prospective authors are invited to submit their
manuscripts reporting original work, as well as proposals for special sessions.

Technical Co-Sponsors




IEEE Signal Processing Society*
IEEE Slovenia Section
IEEE Slovenia Section Signal Processing Society Chapter

Symposium Topics
A. Image and Video Processing
B. Image and Video Analysis
C. Image Formation and Reproduction
D. Signal Processing

E. Signal Analysis
F. Audio and Speech Processing
G. Texture Analysis
H. Applications

For a detailed list of symposium topics please visit ISPA 2017 web site.

Important Dates
Submission of full paper: May 1, 2017
Notification of acceptance/rejection: July 3, 2017
Submission of camera-ready papers and author registration: July 10, 2017

Symposium Venue
The Symposium will be held in Ljubljana, the capital city of the Republic of Slovenia. Ljubljana is a
city of culture. It is home to numerous theatres, museums and galleries, and boasts one of the oldest
philharmonic orchestras in the world. As its inhabitants and numerous visitors will tell you, Ljubljana
is a people-friendly city. Categorised as a medium-sized European city, it offers everything a
metropolis does yet preserves its small-town friendliness. In Ljubljana the old meets the new; and it
seems that history has spent all of the settlement's five millennia preparing it to become the nation's
capital. It has managed to retain traces from all periods of its rich history; from the legacy of Roman
Emona; through to the Renaissance, Baroque and Art Nouveau periods characterised in the house
fronts and ornate doorways of the city centre, the romantic bridges adorning the Ljubljanica river, the
lopsided rooftops and a park reaching deep into the city centre. Here eastern and western cultures met;
and the Italian concept of art combined with the sculptural aesthetics of Central European cathedrals.

Author Information
Papers including title, author list and affiliations, figures, results, and references should not exceed six
A4 pages. Detailed author instructions are available on the ISPA web site. All submissions will be
subject to an international peer-review process. The symposium publications are abstract book and
USB proceedings. Accepted papers will be available in IEEE Xplore digital library*. Authors of
accepted papers are required to register and present the paper.

Call for Special Session Proposals
Prospective organizers of special sessions are invited to send proposals to Special Session Chair,
according to instructions provided on the ISPA web site.

Social Events
Welcome reception, gala-dinner, and a sightseeing tour of Ljubljana.
*request pending

